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Abstract. This position paper will highlight the importance of having a formal notion of understanding as one of the cornerstones in the
construction of conscious AIs. It will show that the capability of understanding both the perceptual and the action flows is critical for the
correct operation of situated autonomous systems. An assessment is also
made on the contribution of the machine learning domain towards this
direction.
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”What I cannot create I do not understand” – Richard Feynman, 1988
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Introduction

Autonomy —the capability of an agent to properly act by itself in a changing,
uncertain world— seems to requiere consciousness. Just consider the quality of
your autonomous behaviour when you are more or less conscious. This capability
is equally needed for machines [27]. Graziano [14] says that ”Artificial intelligence is growing more intelligent every year, but we’ve never given our machines
consciousness.”. Is this true? Have we ever given consciousness to our machines?.
The answer to this question depends on what we consider consciousness to be
[32]. Proper definitions are needed to ground researcher collaboration and enable
theory selection and consolidation.
Chella and Manzotti [5] describe machine consciousness as ”the attempt to
model and implement aspects of human cognition that are identified with the elusive and controversial phenomenon of consciousness”. They also state [6] that
”the main goals that artificial consciousness should achieve: autonomy and resilience, information integration, semantic capabilities, intentionality, and selfmotivations.” This vision of machine consciousness is fully aligned with the
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idea of AI as machine reproduction of human mental capability. In this humanimitation sense, we engineers are obviously quite far from our machines being
conscious as we are.
However, human imitation may not be the right path to properly understand the phenomenon of consciousness. Irvine [17] argues that the retention of
the concept of ”consciousness” is an impediment to further progress in the cognitive sciences. Being this analysis made from a neuroscience perspective, can
it also be valid for engineered machines? It is our conviction, that if we aim to
achieve sound progress in conscious AIs, we should go beyond human-centered
approaches, to focus on more intrinsic, functional and architectural properties
of general conscious systems.
The traps of focusing on the human mind are manifold. For example, the
good, old what-is-it-like-to-be approach to phenomenal consciousness lacks the
necessary clarity to serve as foundation to verify and validate engineered AIs as
required by systematic engineering practices. We shall concentrate on aspects
that are both i) precisely definable —i.e. in formal terms— and ii) verifiable by
experimentation. Note that all results on phenomenal consciousness in humans
are based on subjective verbal report of the subjects. Objectivity in consciousness research is definitely elusive and the lack of agreement on the very idea of
consciousness is a major barrier. Sommerhoff [33] says that “A precise definition
of the word [consciousness], of course, can only be the end-point of a theory of
consciousness, just as the concepts of work and energy found a precise definition
only as part of a theory of mechanics.” Maybe it is necessary to formally address more basic aspects of cognitive systems before reaching agreement on AI
consciousness.
In our opinion, among the plethora of phenomena around consciousness, there
are two key elements for autonomous systems engineering practice: i) the capability of perceiving and ii) the capability of understanding what has been perceived to achieve the situational awareness that grounds the capability to act
meaningfully.
Developing a precise, general, accepted, definition of these two capabilities
—esp. of understanding— may become a daunting task. The case of perception
is clearer and good proposals on how to define it abound [19]. The disparities
among scholars are more related with the perceptual process boundaries —where
it starts, where it ends— than with its nature. The concept of understanding is
much trickier, however.
“Understanding” is a very elusive concept. It has been a usual topic in epistemology, but it has been amply displaced by the study of knowledge. A similar
phenomenon has happened in AI technology. The interest in understanding is,
however, re-gaining force in all domains3 . Some may believe that a concept of
understanding common to humans and machines is still a dream. There are nevertheless green sprouts in this direction. For example, the position of Newton
[21] seems quite close to the needs of engineers: ”the intentionality of a men3

As demonstrate by the recent DARPA call on systems with common sense where
the capability of understanding is seen as critical.
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tal state, considered as a response to an environmental stimulus, consists in the
understanding the subject has of that stimulus and of her goals in responding to
it, just as the intentionality (the meaning) of a fragment of physical behaviour
consists in its being part of a goal- directed action, understood by the agent.”
To build machines based on a theory of perception and understanding, we
point out the necessity to establish clear conceptualisations and definitions of
both. Only with this approach, we believe it could be possible to achieve the
constructability and verifiability required in the engineering and deployment of
real-world AIs. These definitions may then evolve based on the demonstrated
results of the implementations to ground definite theories of consciousness.
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Consciousness and understanding in the cognitive cycle

In our opinion, the core evolutionary and functional value of consciousness is related to the provision of situational awareness to the perceiving and acting agent.
Conscious agents know better what is going on. This enables proper actuation.
Situational awareness is defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning
and the projection of their status in the near future” [10]. As was said before,
perception and understanding of what has been perceived are the foundation of
good situated action.
The achievement of adequate situational awareness is decisive in autonomous
systems, such as animals, humans, machines or groups of any of them. This
need for awareness to act properly is concordant with many existing approaches
to the analysis and modelling of the cognitive action cycle (OODA, MAPE,
PDCA, etc.). In this vein, we can say that the four key elements for a functional
autonomous system are:
–
–
–
–

The
The
The
The

capability
capability
capability
capability

of
of
of
of

perceiving.
understanding.
reasoning.
acting.

Traditional GOFAI was centred in reasoning. Situated AI deals with the
coupling of perceiving and acting —ignoring the in-between in an Skinnerian
way. All this research has produced very valuable but non-scalable results to
full-fledged autonomous systems: our current autonomous systems still lack the
necessary understanding4 .
The place that consciousness play in this picture has been unclear [34, 3].
Most human-based theories of consciousness are merely philosophical and too
abstract and essentially detached from realisations —realisations that are needed
in AI. In other cases, when the theories are closer to realisations (e.g. neural in
the case of humans, software in the case of machines) [30, 8] there is a problem
4

Or to be more precise, their level of understanding is limited and strictly tied to
specific mechanisms of action.
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of non-generality —i.e. they are not properly addressing multiple realisability—
or of causal opacity in an architectural sense. These theories cannot indeed be
positively used as general engineering assets.
In this paper, we suggest that consciousness is the net effect of the appropriate
coupling of perception and understanding —including self-perception. As we will
see later, this is related to goals and value —of the agent, their mates or their
masters.

3

The nature of understanding

In a recent essay, Baumberger et al. [1] address the question of what is understanding from the perspective of epistemologists. They mostly discuss around
two types of understanding: “explanatory” understanding of why something is
as it is and “objectual” understanding of a domain. The discussion is essentially
metaphysical —e.g. conditions for the existence of understanding— and close to
the issues in philosophy of science and far from engineering needs.
In the context of this paper, we focus however on the more earthly issue of
how an agent can understand what it perceives. A feat that we could call signal
understanding. The motivation is clear: AI failures are sometimes coupled to
improper understanding of what was going on. This is not new at all. The old
thread in AI on common sense is just a manifestation of the need of developing
AIs that understand.
A better understanding of the situation becomes critical for autonomous
systems. Just consider the casualties caused by autonomous car driving systems
that have raised public awareness on this matter. DARPA’s MCS —Machines
with Common Sense— future program argues that common sense is the basic
ability to perceive and understand the world:
“Today’s machine learning systems are more advanced than ever, capable of automating increasingly complex tasks and serving as a critical
tool for human operators. Despite recent advances, however, a critical
component of Artificial Intelligence (AI) remains just out of reach —
machine common sense.”
The focus on the elusive idea of common sense hinders the problem mentioned
before: the too anthropomorphic conception of most AI research. The description
of what is sought for AIs —common sense— is meaningful for psychologists or
sociologists or the layman, but far from being mechanisable by programmers in
the implementation of AIs. We obviously need common sense in the machines
and to achieve this we must endow them with the capability of understanding
what is happening and what are the consequences of their actions.
What is missing in the current state of affairs is:
– A formal theory of understanding that is scientific, effective and widely accepted.
– A reference architecture for understanding that can be shared and reused.
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– Domain-specific architecture instantiations driven by well-defined requirements (e.g. following a real systems engineering process [18]).
In our opinion, the most promising proposals for a theory of understanding
depend on the agent having a world model that is deeply tuned to reality and
used in action generation [7, 24, 22, 35]. Notwithstanding past developments in
this direction, an increased, sustained and collaborative effort is required to
advance, disseminate and consolidate them.
The core idea that we want to defend in this paper is strongly representationalist: agents keep models of their worlds in their heads and use them to
decide what to do [29]. Minds are model-based controllers 5 . Consciousness is
the functional state, the action and the effect of keeping those models updated,
tuned to reality [28]. In this picture, some aspects of learning shall indeed be
considered as the slow part of consciousness.
The value of models comes from their actionable nature. Models can be exercised to provide different classes of information. As [36] says ”models are the
highly specialized part of our technological equipment whose specific function it
is to create the future.”
In this model-based picture of minds, the nature of understanding is clear:
a sensory signal is understood when the information it carries is properly integrated in the mental model of the agent. Note that “properly” means in strict
accordance to the architecture, goals and values of the agent.

4

Theories of understanding

This idea of what is understanding must be developed into a solid theory of understanding to be able to systematically implement mechanisms for consciousness in real-world autonomous machines.
Understanding in classic AI has been associated with the generation and use
of knowledge [20], mostly in a propositional form. However, we shall go beyond
propositional accounts of understanding (and hence also beyond propositional
accounts of knowledge) to address more general autonomy problems [25, 15].
While epistemologists are dwelling in the post-Gettier analysis of knowledge,
the theory of general knowledge as applicable to AIs has not advanced much
more beyond Newell’s knowledge level.
Philosophy has been dealing with this issue. Nevertheless, most philosophical theories are not precise nor positive enough. Deiss [9] defines consciousness
as a process of interpreting sensations —i.e. finding meaning in sensory flow.
He considers that meaning resides in the expectations and predictions attached
to qualitative sensory contrasts using brain’s associative memory. Saying that
meaning ”resides in” is too vague to be useful.
5

Obviously, some simple control loops do not requiere full fledged models to operate;
nevertheless the controller shall somehow capture the dynamics of the controlled
system [7].
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Engineering-grade theories shall be intelligible, realisable and actionable [31].
De Regt proposes a Criterion for the Intelligibility of Theories (CIT1 ) as one way
of testing the intelligibility of scientific theories by other scientists [23, p.102]:
CIT1 : A scientific theory T (in one or more of its representations) is
intelligible for scientists (in context C) if they can recognize qualitatively
characteristic consequences of T without performing exact calculations.
De Regt’s criterion intends objectivity and sufficiency for mathematically
expressed theories. But is is specially interesting because it requests qualitative
exercisability of the theory, a close encounter with the model of understanding
proposed here.
Physics provides, in this sense, the better example of understanding. Feynman [12], considered this question in his lectures: “What do we mean by ’understanding’ something? . . . If we know the rules, we consider that we ’understand’
the world.”
Feynmann [12] associates physical understanding of the behavior of a system
with having “some feel for the character of the solution in different circumstances.” He adds: “So if we have a way of knowing what should happen in given
circumstances without actually solving the equations, then we ”understand” the
equation, as applied to these circumstances. A physical understanding is a completely unmathematical, imprecise, and inexact thing, but absolutely necessary
for a physicist.”.
In the same vein, Chaitin [4] proposes the idea that comprehension is based
on data compression; that understanding something (data) means being able to
figure out a simple set of rules —a model— that explains it (that explains how
the the available data is produced).
There are not many definitions of meaning beyond linguistics. Gelepithis
[13], in the context of a theory of consciousness says that the meaning of a
previously encountered stimulus within its context, for a human at certain time,
is the prevailed neural formation that can affect its attention. So, meanings are
neural formations that strongly affect attention.
Thorisson et al. [35] provide a formal definition of understanding in the context of model-based cognitive agents. An agent’s understanding of a phenomenon
depends on the accuracy of the model that the agent has with respect to the
phenomenon. Understanding is hence a multidimensional matter of degree determined by the adequacy of the model to the phenomenon in two aspects: completeness and accuracy. This model-centric view is, in essence, akin to the formal
models behind modelling and simulation [38, 37]. In the same vein, Thorisson et
al. [35] provide a definition of meaning of a datum for an agent, that is captured
by the set of relevant implications of the datum in relation to a concrete set of
goals of the agent and the knowledge that the agent has in that in situation.
However, concerning the specific issue of understanding, Thorisson’s definitions transpose the capability of exercising the models to the computations of
implications — that the authors capture under the idea of testing for understanding in four dimensions: predict, achieve, explain, (re)create.
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Our work in this domain [26, 28, 16, 2] orbits around the model-integration
theory of understanding in autonomous systems. Autonomous systems generate
meanings from data (typically from sensory inputs) and use their continuously
updated mental models to control their behavior. Understanding a piece of information gathered from the sensors implies its integration into the model that
captures the agent’s knowledge. This theory goes in line with the analysis done
by Thorisson et al. [35] but departs from it in two aspects:
– The actionable nature of the model. The model is causally complete; it can
be executed to provide the capabilities associated to the agent cognitive
powers (e.g. prediction, control or explanation).
– The definition of meaning. We depart from Thorisson in the interpretation
of meanings as the exercisable content of models.
Autonomous behavior is a tricky issue, esp. in relation to autonomous systems. Note that behavior is generated to provide value to i) the agent or ii) to
the owner —sometimes not the same thing as Asimov aptly noticed. The autonomous artificial system needs understanding of the significance of perceptual
elements in light of agent’s or owner’s goals. Meanings —the exercisable content
of world models— are used to determine equivalence classes of agent+world trajectories in state-space in relation with agent?s value system (projections into
the future including counter-factuals).

5

Does machine learning create understanding?

Machine learning is, in principle, the substrate of the ultimate form of awareness:
the capability of understanding anything. We should avoid, however, the current
hype on deep learning and similar mechanisms. The fact that correlation is not
causation underlies many of the problems that these technologies show. The
models they create and use can mimic certain datasets but cannot be extended
beyond them because their causal structure is not necessarily isomorphic to that
of the reality generating the data. While more robust that rule-based systems in
many contexts, neural network leaners still suffer the cliff effect.
Models created by learners are actionable, but only in the specific context
and use where they were learnt. For example, a learnt model for condition maintenance of a machine can work well predicting its failure but can be useless in
diagnosing the causes.
Besides this, many learnt models are unshareable due to their opacity. The
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) DARPA program shows the generalised
awareness of this opacity problem

6

Conclusions

Perception and understanding are central issues for consciousness — both in
humans and in AIs. While a lot of research effort has been devoted to perception,
the same can not be said of the one dedicated to understanding.
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Past research on AIs that understand has mainly focus on how specific sensory input is understood by the autonomous system —language understanding,
image understanding—, and addressed it as mere syntactic parsing. This can be
considered just a perceptual process, maybe necessary but previous to understanding. Understanding has not been addressed from a general ample viewpoint,
but just as specialised mechanisms to deal with specific classes of problems and
sensor flows. Only some teams have addressed the general problem [35].
The approach defended in this paper considers understanding as a process
of integrating perception into actionable models. These models are then used by
the agent to compute actions that make sense; that provide value for the agent
and/or the owner.
Some aspects of human consciousness have not contributed much to addressing the problem of conscious AIs. The question of qualia and phenomenal experience in general is a red herring [11]. We shall be aware of this. Awareness
—including self-awareness— is the critical asset for building autonomous machines.
”It is impossible to separate awareness, consciousness and understanding”
– Jacques Lacombe, 2003
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